With the rapid advances in embedded systems, VLSI, IoT and wireless radio technologies, wireless ad hoc / sensor networks have emerged with an incredible research momentum. Tradi onally, a sensor network is modeled
as a message-passing graph exhibi ng a natural scope of distributed algorithms. However, geometry plays an
underlying role in deﬁning the topology, as the deployment of nodes in space, and the communica on range of
wireless links, usually are subject to geometric constraints. Moreover, the issues of media access, transmission
errors and interference aspects are also cri cal to be represented by the model. These issues change the very
deﬁni on of distributed algorithms, and a new paradigm of 'Localized Algorithms' has emerged.
In this talk, localized algorithms will be brieﬂy discussed with reference to two important problems in wireless
ad hoc / sensor networks-- a) connected domina ng set based rou ng and b) area coverage. We'll conclude
with possible direc ons of research in this area in future.
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